Purpose of the Conference

1. To share Perspectives of Russian Experts and Korean Experts
2. To discuss about the new administrations’ policies toward North Korea
3. To deepen mutual understanding about Korea-Russia Relations
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Dr. Kyuryoon Kim (Director, Center for International Relations Studies, KINU)
Dr. Min Jo (Senior Research Fellow, Center for Unification Policy Studies, KINU)
Dr. Kangtaeg Lim (Senior Research Fellow, Center for North Korean Studies, KINU)
Dr. Sangkey Yoh (First Secretary, Unification and Security affairs, ROK Embassy in Russia)

<Russia>

Prof. Vasily Mikheev (Corresponding member of RAS, Deputy Director, IMEMO)
Prof. Alexander Fedorovskiy (Head of section for Pacific studies, IMEMO)
Dr. Vitaly Shvydko (Head of Section of Japanese studies, IMEMO)
Dr. Fyodor Voitolovsky (Head of Section of US foreign policy, IMEMO)
**Prof. Eugeny Kanaev** (Leading Researcher, IMEMO, expert in ASEAN and international relations in East Asia)

**Dr. Sergey Lukonin** (Senior Researcher, IMEMO, expert in Japan-China relations)

**Ms. Cristina Voda** (Expert in Japan studies, IMEMO)

**Ms. Julia Lukonina** (Expert in China Studies, IMEMO)